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Aim: The aim of this study was to measure the transfer accuracy of computer-aided

design/computer-aided manufacturing (CAD/CAM) insertion guides using mini-implants.

The target value is the virtual planned position (100%). It is also clinically mandatory to

use sterilised surgical guides (autoclaved at 137◦C). The results obtained using sterilised

and non-sterilised insertion guides were compared. In addition, the actual position of the

mini-implants, as implemented, was compared with the digitally planned positions.

Materials and Methods: Following CAD/CAM planning and production of 60 insertion

guidesmade from synthetic resins that had been previously tested for suitability, 120mini-

implants were inserted in pairs and in blocks of the bone of the substitute material. Half of

the insertion guides were sterilised, while the other half were non-sterilised. Compared

with the position of the mini-implants in the digital plans, deviations in the apical and

coronal distances between the mini-implants and insertion depth, as well as the included

angle of the mini-implants to one another and to the surface of the bone substitute

material, were determined.

Results: In post-sterilisation, the dimensional and material changes were observed.

When compared, the deviations to the virtual planned position were achieved when the

performed insertion using sterilised insertion guides were lower than those achieved

when using non-sterilised insertion guides. The heat treatment during the sterilisation

process improved the accuracy of the insertion guides. When comparing sterile insertion

guides to the digital planned position (100%), the mean coronal deviation was 0.057mm

(0.81%), the apical deviation was 0.428mm (6.11%), and insertion depth mean deviation

at the right side was 0.15mm (2.15%), while that on the left was 0.073 mm (1.04%).

Conclusion: The CAD/CAM TAD insertion guide could not achieve 100% accuracy in

translating the digitally planned position into the real anatomic location. Deviations to the

ideal position between 0.81 and 6.11% were observed. Clinically, for appliances that fit

post-mini-implant insertion, the coronal distance of themid-mini-implant head is themost

important. At this point, the mean deviation to the planned positions is 0.81%, which is

clinically acceptable and most likely reproducible by using CAD/CAM insertion guides.
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BACKGROUND

Mini-implants used in orthodontics have proved themselves over
the last few decades as means of achieving maximum anchorage
due to high success rates and a wide range of possible applications
(1–4). The area of the jaw that is best suited for the insertion of
mini-implants is the anterior palate (5–7) due to a large amount
of the available bones and the minimal risk of damaging vital
anatomical structures (8), such as tooth roots, blood vessels,
and nerves. Many studies have shown that this region provides
sufficient vertical bone height for secure placement of mini-
implants (9). Baumgaertel et al. (10) reported a bone height
of 8.68 ± 3.68mm at the level between the first and second
premolars. According to Hourfar et al. (11), the third pair of
palatal rugae is considered an anatomical landmark. The precise
planning of the position of the mini-implants was, on one hand,
carried out using an analysis of an intraoral scan or plaster model
and, on the other hand, by means of X-ray (lateral cephalogram
or CBCT) (12, 13).

Insertion guides in dental implantology were developed to
minimise the risk of damaging the anatomical structures and,
at the same time, make ideal use of the available bone material
(14). There are a multitude of factors that adversely affect the
success of mini-implants. Some of these factors such as an
incorrect insertion angle (15), incorrect insertion depth (16), and
clinician inexperience (17) can be reduced by precise planning of
the position and by the perioperative guidance of the insertion
blade using an insertion guide (18). For this study, digitally
manufactured CAD/CAM insertion guides that have already
been described in the literature were used (14, 18, 19). According
to various studies, the insertion depth can be well-controlled by
using CAD/CAM-manufactured insertion guides (20, 21).

A central aspect that optimises treatment management is
the preoperative preparation of the bone-borne orthodontic
appliances (sliders, rapid palatal expanders, etc.) (20). These
appliances can be designed and manufactured based on the
digitally planned position of the mini-implant and enable a one-
visit insertion of the mini-implant and appliance (Figure 1).
Therefore, an accurate transfer of the digital planned position to
the real anatomic location is essential.

The values of the following parameters are important for an
optimal fit:

FIGURE 1 | CAD/CAM one-visit planning of mini-implant and orthodontic appliance insertion.

• Coronal distance
• Insertion depth
• Apical distance between the mini-implants
• An angle of the two mini-implants to one another
• An angle of the individual mini-implants to the surface.

This study aimed at measuring the transfer accuracy of
CAD/CAM insertion guides using mini-implants. The target
value is the virtual planned position (100%). It is also clinically
mandatory to use sterilised surgical guides (autoclaved at
137◦C). The results obtained using sterilised and non-sterilised
insertion guides were compared. The actual position of the
mini-implants, as implemented, was compared with the digitally
planned positions.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Preliminary Material Testing
As part of this study, CAD/CAM-planned insertion guides were
produced using an STL dataset and a 3D printer (Formlabs,
Form 2) (Figure 2).

First, three variants made of three different materials (white

resin, dental LT clear resin, and dental SG resin: Formlabs) were

printed, cured (Formcure UV, Formlabs, 60◦C, 20min), and

autoclaved (Vakuclav 41 B, Melag, 135◦C, 18.23min; Figure 3).

Only one material (Dental SG resin) exhibited a suitable

behaviour for use in further tests.

Laboratory Work
Sixty identical insertion guides were produced from the above

materials (Figure 4). As previously mentioned, they were cured

in a curing chamber under UV light and further divided into two

groups, with 30 insertion guides each. Random allocation using

RandList-software was performed between the non-sterile and
sterile groups.

Group 1: the “non-sterile group” and Group 2: the “sterile
group.” Accordingly, only the insertion guides in the second
group were sterilised, and those in the first group remained non-
sterile.

The insertion guides were fixed at 60 identical solid-rigid-
foam bone substitute blocks (SawBones Europe AB, Malmö,
Sweden), with a bone density of 40 PCF using screws
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FIGURE 2 | CAD/CAM planning of the insertion guide using Onyxceph (Image

Instruments, Chemnitz, Germany).

(Connex, 10mm). Since these mini-implants (OrthoEasy Pal
Pins, Forestadent, 1.7 × 8mm) were used in pairs, 120 mini-
implants were needed.

Clinical Implementation of the Insertion
Since the thread of the OrthoEasy Pal pin is a self-drilling type,
no pre-drilling is necessary. Implantation was performed using
a standard angled, double-green contra-angle hand piece using a
ProFeel+ dental unit (Dentsply Sirona, Germany). The following
device settings were defined: no torque limitation and a rotational
speed of 60 rotations/min. All 120 insertions were performed by
the same clinician. After every 10 mini-implants, a new insertion
blade was utilised.

X-Rays and Data Acquisition
A steel strip was attached between the insertion guides and bone
blocks to create a radiopaque layer for subsequent Cone-beam
computed tomography (CBCT) images. These X-ray images were
obtained using the Orthophos SL 3D X-ray device from Sirona
(program VOL 2, 6mA, 14.4 s). The scans were saved in the
DICOM format.

Evaluation and Statistical Analysis
The scans were analysed using the OnyxCeph software (Image
Instruments, Chemnitz, Germany). Four measurement points
were determined for the tips (points 3 and 4) and heads (points
1 and 2) of the mini-implants in each case. The following angles
and distances were partly determined directly in the OnyxCeph
program and partly calculated using SPSS forWindows (Statistics
21, SPSS Inc., USA) (Figure 5, Table 1).

The determined values were then compared with the
target value (CAD/CAM planned position), and the associated
deviations were ascertained.

RESULTS

Preliminary tests showed that only the Dental SG resin was
suitable for further use in this study. In case of the other two
materials, post-sterilisation dimensional imbalances andmaterial
changes occurred, rendering them unsuitable for further use.
The results of this analysis are summarised in Table 1. Post-
sterilisation, dimensional, and material changes were observed.
When compared, the achieved deviations to the virtually planned
position when performing the insertion using sterilised insertion
guides were lower than those achieved when using non-sterilised
insertion guides. Heat treatment during the sterilisation process
improved the accuracy of the insertion guides. When comparing
sterile insertion guides to the digitally planned position (100%),
the mean coronal deviation was 0.057mm (0.81%), the apical
deviation was 0.428mm (6.11%), and insertion depth mean
deviation at the right side was 0.15mm (2.15%), while that at the
left was 0.073 mm (1.04%) (Table 1, Figure 6).

DISCUSSION

The aim of this study was to evaluate the level of accuracy
when implementing a digitally planned mini-implant position
using sterilised and non-sterilised CAD/CAM insertion
guides. For this purpose, mini-implants were inserted into a
bone-substitute material, and their positioning was examined
three-dimensionally and compared with the associated target
tolerance values.

The results showed that all mean values were outliers to
the target values. On comparing the mean deviations achieved,
the studies revealed similar results. Möhlhenrich et al. (14),
for example, compared the transfer accuracy of gingiva-borne
(GBG) and tooth-borne (TBG) surgical guides made of silicone.
He examined the parameters of lateral and vertical deviations
as well as deviations in angulations. The values he determined
were 0.8, 2.34mm, and 3.6◦ for the lateral deviation, vertical
deviation (TGB), and angulation (TGB), respectively. Compared
with these results, smaller deviations were observed in the
present study. Unlike Möhlhenrich et al., Cassetta et al. used
CAD/CAM insertion guides (18) and examined the accuracy of
the positioning of palatal mini-implants. They documented a
deviation of 1.38, 1.73mm, and 4.60◦ (1) for the coronal position,
apical position, and angulation, respectively.

The deviations between the non-sterile and sterile groups
recorded for each examined parameter showed that the
sterilisation process had an impact on the material properties of
the insertion guides. The accuracy is increased when sterilised
insertion guides are used. To date, the material behaviour of
synthetic resin insertion guides in the sterilisation process has
not been examined in any comparative study. Most Class 1
and Class 2 resins need a temperature elevation during post-
curing to fully achieve final polymerisation and ideal mechanical
properties. The sterilisation process at 137◦C seems to improve
the polymerisation according to Bayarsaikhan et al. (22).

The use of insertion guides, made from a wide variety of
materials, has been extensively described in literature (18–21, 23,
24). There are various options for materials, such as silicone,
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FIGURE 3 | Three different materials (white resin, dental LT clear resin, dental SG resin: Formlabs) were printed, cured (Formcure UV, Formlabs, 60◦C, 20min), and

then autoclaved (Vakuclav 41B, Melag, 135◦C, 18.23min).

FIGURE 4 | Sixty identical insertion guides were produced and divided into two groups, with 30 insertion guides each.

FIGURE 5 | Measurements post insertion. (A) Insertion depth of the mini-implants. (B) Apical distance between the mini-implants. (C) Coronal distance between the

mini-implants. (D) An angle of the mini-implants to one another. (E,F) An angle of the mini-implants to the surface of the bone substitute material.
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TABLE 1 | Results of the analysis of post insertion position of the mini-implants and deviation in % to the virtually planned position.

Mean value Mean deviation Deviation in % to virtual planned position

Insertion depth, R (mm) Non-sterile 8.192 0.208 2.98

Sterile 8.385 0.15 2.14

Insertion depth, L (mm) Non-sterile 7.942 0.458 6.54

Sterile 8.327 0.073 1.04

Apical distance (mm) Non-sterile 6.365 0.535 7.64

Sterile 6.472 0.428 6.11

Coronal distance (mm) Non-sterile 6.785 0.115 1.64

Sterile 6.843 0.057 0.81

Angle of the mini-implants to one another (◦) Non-sterile 5.283 2.283 0.63

Sterile 2.992 0.011 0.003

Angle of the mini-implants to the surface, R (◦) Non-sterile 6.552 3.552 0.99

Sterile 3.927 0.927 0.26

Angle of the mini-implants to the surface, L (◦) Non-sterile 7.24 4.24 1.18

Sterile 4.43 1.43 0.40

FIGURE 6 | 3D colour-coded matching/superimposition of inserted mini-implants and digitally planned position: (A) at 0.1-mm deviation, and (B) 0.5-mm deviation.

synthetic resin, or thermoforming films. Möhlhenrich et al.
(14) believed that the elastic properties of silicone can lead
to inaccuracies in the achieved insertion depth. There are no
consistent results in the literature that shows that one system
is superior to the other. In this study, CAD/CAM insertion
guides made of a synthetic resin were used. According to the
manufacturer (Formlabs), the material used is approved for use
in dentistry and is also suitable for sterilisation. Similar results
were documented with conventional dental implants in an in
vitro study by Soares et al. (25). The angular deviation was 2.16
± 0.92◦. Overall, the authors rated the positions as promisingly

precise. Similar results were observed in a meta-analysis by Van
Assche et al. (26) who also evaluated the positional accuracy of
dental implants. In that study, mean deviations of 0.99mm in
the coronal direction and 1.24mm in the apical direction were
documented. The angular deviation was 3.81◦. These values were
consistent with the results of our study.

Tatakis et al. (27) addressed the possible sources of errors that
cause inaccuracies in the final implant position. They cited the
gap between the guide unit of the insertion guides and the blade
of the system in question as a possible cause. Their study showed
that the effects on accuracy are proportional to the difference
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between the inner diameter of the guide sleeve and the outer
diameter of the blade. However, Laederach et al. (28) noted that
one cannot refrain from using a minimal gap as large mechanical
frictional forces may arise. Another cause cited by Tatakis et al.
(27) is the experience of the clinician, because, despite a guided
insertion, it is possible to improve the implant positioning when
the implantation is performed by an experienced clinician. These
potential sources of error may be considered similar for dental
implants as well as for orthodontic mini-implants.

CONCLUSION

• The CAD/CAM insertion guides were unable to implement a
digitally planned position with 100% accuracy.

• Clinically, for appliances that fit post-mini-implant insertion,
the coronal distance of the mid-mini-implant head is the most
important. At this point, the mean deviation to the planned
positions is 0.81%, which is clinically acceptable and most
likely reproducible by using CAD/CAM insertion guides.

• The results obtained showed a similar level of accuracy
compared with studies on dental implants.

• Heat treatment for mandatory clinical sterilisation improved
the accuracy of the CAD/CAM insertion guide.
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